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It is, indeed, a great pleasure for me to write the prologue of an 
exhibition that is to bring to our friends the people of China some of the 
aura, the beauty, the splendour and the superb artistic quality of the 
monuments of the Athenian Acropolis; monuments that are symbols of 
the values and ideals of the classical culture. This is a culture that gave 
birth to Democracy, Philosophy, symbolic Poetry and the Theatre, 
Isonomia, Freedom of Expression and Speech, thus the intellectual and 
spiritual attainments that still today, in this modern world of 
globalisation, continue to provide the foundation for the values of a great 
part of the contemporary world.

Presented through a photographic exhibition of superior artistic 
quality, together with models and digital technology, are the continuous 
efforts of the Greek State over the past 33 years to save the Acropolis and, 
in particular, the works of restoration that are being carried out on the 
monuments themselves. These are restoration works of unique quality. 
They are characterized by an interdisciplinary approach to all its phases, 
the scholarly research that permeates the work and characterizes it, par 
excellence, the documentation, the quality of execution, the advanced 
technological applications.

The restoration of the Acropolis, because of these unique features, has 
been recognised internationally by general agreement. It has placed 
contemporary Greece internationally in the vanguard where the 
restoration of ancient monuments is concerned. Indeed, we believe that 
these are works that insure the continued existence of the Acropolis 
monuments, while at the same time displaying them so that their 
radiance is bestowed on future generations as the universal property of 
World Cultural Heritage.

The presentation in China of the exhibition of the Acropolis 
Restoration Service, by happy circumstance, coincides with the "Long 
March" of the Olympic Flame - symbol of the Everlasting Olympic Spirit 
- from Ancient Olympia to Beijing. Our hope is that the rekindling of the 
Olympic Ideals, together with productive and creative scholarly and 
cultural communication, may contribute to the establishment of 
continuous bicultural collaboration and to the further forging of ties 
between the two peoples, the Chinese and the Hellenic. For these two 
peoples are already bound together by a characteristic that they share: 
the most ancient and splendid culture that they themselves created, 
which determined the course and fate of Humanity in the East and in the 
West.

Mihalis Liapis 
Minister of Culture
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The Photographic Exhibition on the works of the Athenian Acropolis 
offers to the Chinese public the opportunity to learn through the 
restoration project which is being carried out since 1975 on the 
Acropolis classical 5th century B.C Athenian monuments the history and 
the meaning of these masterpieces of universal importance.

And it's a happy coincidence that this exhibition organized with such 
care by the Committee for the Conservation of the Acropolis Monuments 
is presented in the Hellenic House in Beijing, only a breath away from 
the Forbidden City, another uniquely significant monument of our 
universal heritage, which is also under restoration.

It is our sincere wish that this exhibition will contribute to the 
rapprochement and mutual understanding of our two cultures of the East 
and the West, whose historical responsibility is borne by China and 
Greece respectively, and will contribute accordingly, to the building of 
even greater ties of confidence and friendship between the people of our 
two countries.

Michael Cambanis 
Ambassador of Greece to China
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The exhibition of the works on the Athenian Acropolis responds to the 
present-day desire for transparency, both because of the size and expense of 
the works and because interventions are being made on masterpieces of 
monumental importance to the common cultural heritage of Europe.

In addition to providing information, the exhibition, with the quality of 
the photographs that it presents, is an effort to bring to a large public the 
feeling of life at certain historical moments, and the first systematic 
conservation of the monuments to have been carried out from antiquity to 
the present time, on the masterpieces of universal architecture.

Indeed, the vicissitudes of the classical Athenian monuments from the 
5th century B.C. to our days degraded them continuously. When, over 33 
years ago, there was urgent need for immediate intervention, that is, for 
rescue work, a group of Greek engineers and archaeologists were 
obliged to study the problems in depth, to engage in a real dialogue with 
the very substance of ancient Greek architecture and to analyze a 
plethora of problems which were the result of earlier unsuccessful 
restorations and atmospheric pollution. The new knowledge that 
emerged created new needs and lengthened the time required for 
interventions on all the Acropolis monuments.

The canon that has been applied on the Acropolis for the past thirty years 
is that of a balance between restoring structural stability and retaining the 

character of the ruins; thus, respect for the sum of artistic, scholarly and 
historical values, the agents of which are the antiquities on the Acropolis, 
and their improvement to the extent possible. Over time, a method was 
devised, time-consuming but effective, which, while adhering to the canon, 
permitted reversibility of practically all interventions.

Charalambos Bouras

President of the Committee 

for the Conservation of the Acropolis 

Monuments

Maria loannidou

Director of the Acropolis Restoration Service
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The primary purpose of the exhibition "Acropolis of Athens: The restoration 
project" is to inform the general public and specialists about the restoration project 
being carried out on the Acropolis since 1975.

The Acropolis Restoration Service hopes that this photographic narrative of the 
restoration works, gives an insight to the Acropolis monuments and the restoration 
project. It allows the visitors to explore the monuments and the restoration process at 
their own pace and to their own requirements.

At the same time the exhibition should bring together a body of information, 
education and visual enjoyment with the aim of attracting the widest possible 
spectrum of people with varied interests. This is why, in order to provide an 
enhanced visitor's experience, the exhibition is supplemented by an introduction to 
the history and meaning of the Acropolis monuments and a brief presentation of the 
most important religious event of ancient Athens, the Panathenaic Festival, as it is 
depicted on the Parthenon Frieze.

The documentary films, moreover, a vital part of the exhibition, show "alive" all 
those that in the "still" photographs seem to belong to the past and to history.

The exhibition is, therefore, divided into units, which include:
• An introduction to the history of the Acropolis monuments and the 

interventions carried out on them in the past, together with models (at a scale 
1:500) showing the transformations of the Acropolis hill and its monuments 
through the ages.

• A synopsis of the reasons for the interventions carried out, in which are shown 
the damage and wear inflicted on the monuments by nature and by man 
during the twenty-five centuries of their history.

• The preparation, in which is demonstrated likewise synoptically, the necessary 
work-site infrastructure that precedes the works.

• The main work carried out by the specialized personnel involved in the 
interventions.

• The monuments themselves, illustrating the various phases of the works during 
the past thirty years and, at the same time, emphasising the incomparable 
beauty of the architecture of the classical buildings of the 5th century B.C.

• A photographic composition of some floor slabs from the Parthenon cella, of 
actual size, covers part of the floor, so that the visitor can actually walk and 
experience intellectually the interior of the Parthenon.

• Photographs of some of the Parthenon Frieze slabs, of actual size, as well as a 
brief description of the Panathenaic Festival, with a selection of photographs 
and texts from the collection of material of the Department of Education and 
Information of the Acropolis Restoration Service.

• Projection of documentary films showing all aspects of the restoration 
process, while the specialists explain every detail of the work.
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1 a. Perspective view and plan of the classical Acropolis. By M. Korres
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The Acropolis, a steep rock that rises from the plain of Attica, was from the 
very beginning a natural landmark of Athenian topography. Its naturally fortified 
position and the existence of sources of drinking water on its slopes attracted 
settlers as early as Neolithic times (5500-3200 B.C.). The Rock never ceased to 
play a timely role in the course of Athenian history, to become in the end a 
reference point of Greek history and a powerful symbol of the Hellenism.

During the 13th century B.C., the Acropolis is surrounded by a strong fortification 
wall, while the space on top of the Rock is occupied by the dwelling of the local 
ruler, who is simultaneously both political and religious leader. In the 8th century 
B.C. the Acropolis assumes the character of a sanctuary, sacred to the cult of the 
goddess Athena, protectress of the city.

The most important time in the history of the Sacred Rock is, unquestionably, 
the 5th century B.C. Athens, empowered by her victory over the Persians, 
becomes the main political force in the Greek region. Peace and the wealth 
accumulated in the city, especially during the second half of the century, are the 
prerequisites for cultural and intellectual development. The epoch finds its 
expression in the figure of Perikles, an Athenian politician with great influence, 
who conceives the idea and makes use of the existing possibilities in order to 
carry out an ambitious building programme. The purpose of the programme is to 
increase the splendour of Athens and, through this, to establish its political power.

Four buildings of incomparable beauty are erected on the Acropolis Rock: 
the Parthenon, a temple of the Doric order, of particularly large proportions, that 
holds the chryselephantine statue of the goddess Athena; the Propylaia, the 
monumental entrance building to the sanctuary of Athena, famous already in 
antiquity for its impressive coffered ceilings; the Erechtheion, a temple of the 
Ionic order, with rich sculptural decoration and the emblematic feature of the 
Porch of the Maidens; the temple of Athena Nike, a small temple of the Ionic order, 
notable for its elegance and grace. Built entirely of white marble, the buildings 
are characterized by ingenious planning, richness and perfection of their forms, 
flawless construction. Smaller buildings, many dedicatory works by great artists 
and inscriptions fill the picture of a living and active sanctuary, which had a 
strong appeal to the religious sentiment of the Athenians.

The buildings of the 5th century B.C. received the admiration and recognition 
of all the Greco-Roman world, as representatives of an epoch of elevated intellectual 
and artistic achievement, recognised as classical.

19
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1c. Jm, Ä7G J|15 tttfö „ tmRl: 500
1c. The Acropolis in the mid-15th Century A.C. Scale: 1:500
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2a. iti«: fti&f-jt^si«
2a. J. Carrey: Acropolis and the city of Athens in 1674.

Museum of the City of Athens, Vouros - Eutaxias.

2b. The explosion that destroyed the Parthenon on September 26th, 1687. By M. Korres.

2c. E.ßmmtF, 1804 - 06: 19ΐ1;έ£^]ΛΈ«ώΠ7Μ*ΛΈ«»Ψά#*#®0<]^.
2c. E. Dodwell, 1804-06: General view of the Acropolis and the Parthenon from the Propylaia 

at the beginning of the 19th century.



THE ACROPOLIS FROM THE END OF ANTIQUITY TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GREEK STATE
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The Acropolis remained as a functioning sanctuary down to the 4th century 
A.C. From the end of the 3rd century A.C., however the west side of the 
Acropolis is fortified. With the domination of the new religion - Christianity - 
significant changes are made to the Acropolis and to its monuments. The 
Parthenon, whose fame has the greatest radius, is transformed into a church (6th 
century A.C.). The same for the Erechtheion, which is converted into a Christian 
basilica and for the southwest wing of the Propylaia, likewise transformed into a 
church, to accommodate the new religion.

An important point in the history of the place is the era of Latin domination 
(1205-1458). Extensive fortification works are intended to strengthen the 
citadel's defensive power, while the Propylaia is transformed into a fortified 
residence for the ruler of Athens.

In 1458 the Acropolis changes hands and falls under Ottoman Turkish 
control. The new administrative and religious requirements introduce changes 
to the monuments. The Parthenon becomes a mosque, but continues practically 
undamaged until 1687, when it is bombarded by the Venetians, during a war. 
The explosion of the gunpowder that was stored in the building blows it up and 
causes its transformation from a functioning edifice to a ruin. The picture of 
catastrophe is to be completed at the beginning of the 19th century with the 
systematic and violent removal of the sculptures of the Parthenon by the cohorts 
of Lord Elgin.

The Acropolis is to be found in the centre of events during the Greek War for 
independence. After the liberation of Greece from Turkish domination, the 
Acropolis is to devolve to the new Greek State (1833) and, having pursued a 
long course closely connected with the history of the land, it will be promoted as 
the national monument par excellence.

23
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3a. D. Konstantinou: General view of the Acropolis 
from the southwest, ca 1860. On the south side 
of the hill the discarded earth from the excavations 
is clearly visible. Benaki Museum Photographic 
Archive.

3b. 1902^«l#H3ij£itÄ#JS, ŒitN.EËifÂ

ESMAömtto
3b. The Erechtheion in 1902, at the beginning of 

the N. Balanos interventions. ESMA Archives. 

3c.
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3c. View of the north colonnade of the Parthenon 
during its restoration by N. Balanos ESMA 
Archives.

3b. 3c.
24
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ACROPOLIS: THE INTERVENTIONS FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GREEK STATE (1 833) TO 1975
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The establishment of the Greek state marks the beginning of a new epoch for 
the monuments of the Sacred Rock. The Acropolis becomes a reference point 
for the inhabitants of the newly established state and a point of recognition of 
Greece by Europe. Restoration of the Acropolis monuments is promoted as a 
national goal of great significance that is never abandoned throughout the 
course of modern Greek history, even when economic conditions are 
extremely unfavorable.

After 1833, when it comes into the hands of the Greeks, all the military 
installations are removed and the Acropolis begins to function purely as an 
archaeological site. After the first cleaning operations, the purpose of which 
was to remove the late classical and mediaeval remains and to display the 
monuments of the classical period, excavations begin on a limited scale 
together with restoration of the monuments, empirically but with undiminished 
enthusiasm.

The period from the end of the 19th century to the Second World War is 
characterized by extensive excavations on the Sacred Rock (1885-1890) and 
the implementing of an ambitious programme that included restoration of the 
monuments on a large scale. This programme is to give the monuments the 
form in which we know them today. Yet the practice of incorporating iron 
reinforcements in the architectural members of the monuments, together with 
the use of scattered ancient fragments as ordinary building material, created 
serious problems.

After the Second World War, the interventions on the monuments are 
limited. The main characteristic of that time is the recognition of the problems 
created by the earlier restorations and the realization that they must be 
confronted immediately. An all-inclusive intervention based on clear 
theoretical and high scholarly criteria was proposed as urgent. The 
establishment of the Committee for Conservation of the Acropolis Monuments 
in 1975 inaugurated a new era for the Acropolis and its monuments.

25
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1. The Acropolis viewed from the Pnyx.
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THE CAUSES
Two are the basic reasons for which intervention on all the classical 

monuments of the Acropolis was absolutely necessary.
The first is the rusting of the iron components used extensively in previous 

restorations. These comprised beams, clamps, dowels and supports that had been 
set into the ancient marble. During the process of oxidation, the iron components 
expanded, thus cracking the marble. In some cases, parts of the monuments were 
in immediate danger of falling off.

The second reason is the atmospheric pollution. Combined with the humidity, 
it has eroded the marble surfaces, a condition evident mainly on the sculpture still 
in the open. It was imperative to remove them immediately from the monuments 
and place them in the Museum.

There are other reasons too. Past earthquakes, explosions and natural phenomena 
have cracked and displaced architectural members.



The Causes

2.
2. Shifts in the line of the drums of one of the Parthenon columns.

3. (ttftfcttffirtJKlSttÄrtlSW) ΤϊΙΜΗ^ίΜ
Mes

3. Thermal fracturing of the marble (interior of the northwest 
corner of the Parthenon cella).

1. 2-3.

2-3. Thermal fracturing in the cella walls of the Parthenon.

1. Shift in position of northeast comer column 
of the Parthenon during the 1981 earthquake.

4. ÂTÆëÂm. ipâ#£#JÎW-Îfe

mm
4. Surface of a Parthenon frieze block 

that was sawn by Lord Elgin's team, 
to reduce their weight.

5. Traces of bombshell from the seige 
of Morosini.
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4. 5.
4. Column in the Parthenon pronaos 5.

showing thermal fracturing.
Cracks made by canon-balls and bullets in a column drum 
of the west end of the Parthenon.

6.
mm, mj$t-'Nüs.

6. Detail of the lower surface of a Parthenon architrave
where the marble crystals have lost their cohesion and a dark 
crust has been formed, caused by carbonization and dust.

6 7 8 9 10

6-8. 9-10. Â/^SËieâ.»

6-8. Various sorts of incrustation and accumulations resulting from atmospheric pollution. 9-10. Fracturing resulting from the swelling of metal components (clamps, dowels).
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8. Fracturing of the cornice caused by the swelling of rusted iron clamps introduced 
in earlier restoration.

7.
7. Splitting of the marble caused by the swelling of rusting iron components.

11 12 13 14 15

11-15.
11-15. Metal components and additions of cement from earlier restoration.
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9-10. Parthenon. East metopes 9 and 10, representing Apollo and Artemis respectively, in the Acropolis Museum.
Evident are the traces of intentional destruction of the figures, the result of fanaticism against the ancient religion during the 6th century A.C.

16 17 18 19 20

16-20.

16-20. Metopes of the east end of the Parthenon before their removal from the monument.
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11-12. 13. fektt^ScSl&biP ft.

13. Crack widened by freezing.

11-12. Pigeon droppings and parasitic plant growth between the 
column capital and the architrave of the south colonnade 
of the Parthenon.

21-22.

21-22. Parasitic plants sprouting from the joins between architectural members.

23-25. 1987^3 J!#mä:/sW*aÄiu

23-25. The monuments after the blizzard of March 1987.
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THE PREPARATION

On the establishment of the Committee for the Conservation of the Acropolis 
Monuments by the Ministry of Culture in 1975 and the establishment of the technical 
office immediately afterwards, studies began for the infrastructure and procurement of 
means to carry out the work.

The studies took into consideration the uniqueness of the monuments and the 
demand for parallel interventions on them. It was also decided that original solutions and 
special devices would be necessary. While being suitable for the needs of specific 
immediate projects, these had also to be adaptable for other future interventions.

The experience gained in working on the monuments of the Acropolis has in many 
cases provided a model for use on other monuments.

Preparation for the programmes involved also collecting and organising the scattered 
architectural members found in thousands on the Rock. These find their original places 
on the monuments or they are transported to the Museum.

Likewise part of the necessary preparation were the moving of large weights by the 
special hoisting machine at the southeast corner of the Acropolis, or with a wheeled 
waggon or electric cart, and the installing of scaffolding, cranes and various other 
hoisting devices in the monuments.



The Preparation

14. (198830 „
14. Installation of work-shed at the north side of the Propylaia (1988).

15. (19833s) .
15. Installation of the bridge crane and work-shed at the south side 

of the Parthenon (1983).

16. (19853s) .
16. Scaffolding for installing the crane inside the Parthenon (1985).

17. (19853s) .
17. Final stage of installing the crane inside the Parthenon (1985).

26-29. (19843s) .

26-29. The crane designed for the Parthenon during trial, run in the area below the special hoisting machine at the southeast corner of the Rock (1984).

30.
(198430 o

30. Part of the crane during its transfer 
to the interior of the Parthenon (1984).
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18.
18.
19.
19.

(1985^) ο 20.
The metal reinforcing for the temporary work-floor in the Parthenon (1985). 20.

XÎWfêftttÂÎféafôlfôHÎÂSlfëê&âS&i: (1985^) . 21.
The laying of concrete for the temporary work-floor in the Parthenon (1985). 21.

a985^). 22. &3«9«#β'ιΐι&β'ι#ΐΜί» ci984^)„
The special hoisting machine atthe southeast corner ofthe Acropolis (1985). 22. Flexible monorail system for moving small loads (1984). 

Electric hauling vehicle moving a marble architectural member.

31-34. (1984if) .
31-34. During transfer and installation of the crane in the interior ofthe Parthenon (1984)

35. Special scaffolding north and east 
of the Parthenon for photographic and 
cinematographic recording of the work (1986).

35.

mmmxsmmm
(1986^) „
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23-24.
(1978^i 1982ip).

23-24. Various architectural members and fragments in the area southwest of the Parthenon 
and northwest of the Erechtheion (1978, 1982).

25.
25. Various fragments of sculpture and architectural members on wooden shelves along the south wall

of the Acropolis Museum after their documentation and numbering.

36.
(1986^) „

36. Scaffolding for photographic recording of work at the northeast corner
of the Parthenon and a flexible monorail for moving various scattered pieces 
of marble (1986).

37

37-39.

37-39.

38 39

Various architectural members and fragments that have been organised to the north of the Acropolis Museum.
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THE WORK
The various works being carried out on the Acropolis are each supported by 

analytical studies. These studies are, however, more or less similar for all the classical 
monuments of the Acropolis.

Removal of the oxidised iron components of earlier restorations implies dismantling 
of the architectural members and their re-setting, using new, non-corrosive clamps and 
dowels. The members that have cracked, either through expansion of the rusting iron 
pieces or because of earlier damage, are mended and, where necessary, supplemented 
with new marble. Moving the architectural members has also provided the possibility 
of joining them exactly, as they were in their original positions, and of carrying out 
surface conservation.

Replacing the original sculptural decoration with copies in artificial stone is done, so 
that the original sculpture can be protected in the controlled environment of the 
Museum.

Systematic conservation of the marble surfaces demands work over a long time 
and continuous research. This applies also to the cleaning of various sculptures 
already in the Museum from deposits of pollutants and harmful materials used in 
earlier interventions.



26. ftglÎiTffêo (198650 0

26. Parthenon. Beginning of the work of restoration. Dismantling of the northeast part of the sima 
with the lion-head false spout (1986).

40 41 42 43 44

40. iw#*#/®»
(1992*#) ο

40. Parthenon. Moving the 5th column 
of the south colonnade (1992).

41.
ÄKL (19874#),

41. Parthenon.
The crane inside the cella (1987).

42. 43 -44. jEÆÿrltagÎWItftÜ (20024#) o

IbÄ (19894#) ο 43-44. Parthenon. The north colonnade during the process of dismantling (2002).

42. Parthenon. The northeast corner
at architrave level after restoration (1989).
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27. WW&ttlIo (2002ip) ο 28. fâift&ttfto JEÆÂfëÎiÎiÎM£sâ±Îift (1990^) ο

27. Parthenon. The north colonnade from high up, during the process of dismantling (2002). 28. Parthenon. During the re-setting of the cornice of the east end (1990).

45—47. iiÂâSÎËJttftrtSP (2002^) „ 48-49. ïÂftÂÎlSÎΠ/Ütt (2002Îp) .

45^17. Parthenon. Views of the interior during restoration (2002). 48-49. Parthenon. The columns of the opisthonaos during their restoration
in situ (2002).
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29. tìÌBMì^ag+^fcftWIfi'riÌ (1986*Ρ) „

29. Parthenon. Northeast corner at frieze level during removal of the metopes (1986).

30. (1991 ip) „

30. Parthenon. The northeast cornice after restoration and resetting in place (1991 ).

50 51

50-51. P^rtWlfMÄ/So

50-51. Work in process within the scaffolding.

52 53 54

52-54.

52-54. Transferal to the Pronaos of a column capital of new marble incorporating also ancient fragments (2002).
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31.
ÎnBÎÎfnTJSL (1988ip) o

31. Parthenon. The southeast corner during dismantling.

Visible are the corner horizontal cornice and the rusted iron reinforcements (1988).

32. ipWt&tt/Èo Ä'&;§ttJl3KpiÄ±M7K¥±Sft (1992ip) ο

32. Parthenon. The horizontal cornice of the southeast corner after resetting in place (1992).

55. lÄtilflo 56-60. ΙίδΐΙΐΠ. (20023Ξ) „

Ëlitft (2002^) o 56-60. Propylaia. Making copies of the Ionic capitals in new marble (2002).

55. Propylaia. Table used for joining 

large pieces of marble (2002).
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33. tëfë&ttÂ. &i£ÂËJ7K-5P±#8ftIEÆÂ'(£iâ®Î (1992^) o 

33. Parthenon. The setting of the southeast horizontal corner cornice block (1992).

34.

34. Parthenon. The southeast corner of the temple after the restoration of the east end.

61-63. (2002^).
61-63. Cutting new marble members and marble supplements by hand and with electric tools (2002).

64.

64. Removal of iron reinforcements 
by mechanical means.
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35. ÆJS*0fÆ&·, MftiwiiJifäiMf (ΐ99ΐΐ) ο 36. Ψά#*#ΐδΜ^8±^ΒΛ».Φ, (1991^).

35. Parthenon. Partial view of the west frieze in its original place, looking north (1991). 36. The block VIII of the west frieze of the Parthenon showing a rider (1991).

es-ez. (1993*10. 68. isiMiitwaef. 69. &«#μ·ιϊγ0Μι«»ιι.
65-67. Transferal of the Parthenon west frieze to the Acropolis Museum (1993). 68. Detail of block VIII of the west frieze. 69. Mechanical cleaning in preparation

for joining a fragment.
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37.
37. Detail of the block Vili of the Parthenon's west frieze.

38. «#£#/SSl8ife®«ÌiÌitt*fflÌB5o

38. Detail of the block Vili of the Parthenon's west frieze.

70

70-74.

70-74.

71 72 73

ηψ&α(200233).
Process of joining internal cracks. Tube system in a column of the Parthenon opisthonaos for injections of stabilising compound (2002).
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39. (1985*10 »

39. Cutting supplementary architectural members for the Erechtheion (1985).

40. (2002*10 .
40. Smoothing the upper surface of a column drum for the pronaos of the

Parthenon (2002).

41. (2002*fO „
41. Preparing a coarse surface on a new marble filling (2002).

42. (2002*10 .
42. Making the cutting for the empolion in the centre

of a column drum (2002).

43.
43. Joining two parts using titanium rods for reinforcement.

75-78. Έ^ιίιΠο (2002*10 .

75-78. Propylaia. Joining of the ceiling coffers with supplements in new marble where necessary (2002).
79.

79. Detail showing how the pantograph is used.
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44.
(1983-1984^) ο

44. The special scaffolding for systematic paired photography of the floor plaques 
in the Parthenon cella (1983-84).

45. Photographic reconstruction of part of the Parthenon cella floor showing eighteen pairs of plaques, 
without optical distortion.

80 81 82 83 84

80-84.

80-84. Pairs of floor plaques in the Parthenon.
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THE MONUMENTS





ÂÂ®ftflJ^:#ÂÂÎÂ-7nfÎ427-423^, AÎÜi£Ê#Î&
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itkj5«^M^ÄÄ«Ä (J£
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M—&Ä1935-1 939*ÉÈE&t£»t!sJI&1 939-1940*ÉÉJi^£»r±Ìf Sfr 
ËJ) , g|irÆÆÂitWêmH»MXiMo ÄtiJA#ÄWg^MftA«SB 
»Æ, SttffMfftätIt.

THE TEMPLE OF ATHENA NIKE
The temple of Athena Nike, erected between 427 and 423 B.C., is attributed 

to the architect Kallikrates. It is a small temple of the Ionic order, richly 
decorated with sculpture and simple in form. It was preserved complete until 
1686. The Turks, however, dismantled it and all its pieces were incorporated in 
the fortifications of the west end of the Acropolis. It has been restored two 
times (L. Ross, Ch. Hansen 1835; K. Pittakis 1834-1844; N. Balanos 
1935-1939; A. Orlandos 1939-1940) and now a third intervention is under 
way. The ionic frieze of the temple has been removed and is now on exhibit 
in the Acropolis Museum.



fS A® JÊ f'Jitte
The temple of Athena Nike

46. *A*JÎfJ&ttÂÆ#ÂÎ!UWlSt!ÎÎ (198330 ο

46. General view of the temple before the intervention (1983).

85. 86-88. ÿFl&&ëÎËJ?IA$|Sttf!j&ttJ® (200230 ο

(1995^) ο 86-88. The temple of Athena Nike in the process of being dismantled (2002).

85. The temple of Athena Nike 
before its dismantling (1995).
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47. (2002%-) ο

47. The temple after it was completely dismantled (2002).

48. (2008ÎP2Ü) o

48. General view of the temple in February 2008 during the resetting of its members.

89-94. (2002^).
89-94. Removal of a monolithic column shaft from the temple of Athena Nike (2002).
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49. (2002^) „

49. The scaffolding after the dismantling of the temple (2002).
so. (20023Ξ) .
50. The temple during removal of the modern slab of reinforced concrete (2002).

95

95. ?t Bettis Ψ—

96

96.

97

97. ««ÈfiJâttJÈMÆffi

(2002*P) » 96.

«iJÊKÆtt (2002if) .

Columns from the temple placed east 97.

(2002if) o

The floor of the temple (2002).

95. Removal of a monolithic column 
shaft from the temple of Athena 
Nike (2002).

of the work-site (2002).

98 99

98-99. (2002^) .

98-99. The reinforced cement slab beneath the floor of the temple (2002).
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51. ΜΜΆ (1983^) »

51. The main, east facade of the temple before the intervention (1983).

52. (2002ÎP) .

52. The exposed parts of the temple foundations after the full dismantling of the temple (2002).

100-104. Wrift#SJ^fflÆfi«££ftÂKÆÎiô (2002.

100-104. The foundations of the temple after the complete dismantling of the temple.Visible are sections of the earlier poros shrine in the same place (2002).
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THE PROPYLAIA
The architect Mnesikles conceived the idea of a grand entranceway to the 

Acropolis. The building, its original plan adjusted and reduced in area, was 
erected between 437 and 432 B.C. The Propylaia was highly original both in plan 
and in its architectural forms. It had no sculptural decoration, but was highly 
praised for its harmony and for the way in which the architecture was adapted to 
the environment of the Rock.

During Byzantine times and the Frankish Domination, the builiding was 
connected with the fortification of the Acropolis and assumed various uses. After 
the Revolution and the removal of the more recent additions, it was consolidated 
and subsequently partially restored (N. Balanos 1909-1915; A. Orlandos 1953/54). 
With the new interventions, earlier errors will be corrected, and the monument 
will become more comprehensible.



ili π
The Propylaia

53. (2002^) »
53. Partial view of the Propylaia from the southwest after the full dismantling 

of the temple of Athena Nike (2002).

105. ffifiUkffiWffliSne (200230 « 106-109. ΠΚ®#** (200230 ο

105. Section of the west porch 106-109. Sections of the Propylaia among the metal scaffolding (2002).
looking north (2002).
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54. (1985if) ο

54. The central hall before beginning the dismantling (1985).

55. (20023Ξ) o

55. Detail of the Doric columns on the west side (2002).

no-114. :Π$ι1ιΠΜήΠϋΕ£ί^&ίΜΨ (2002if) „
110-114. The dismantling of the inner porch of the Propylaia (2002).
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56. (1986ifO »

56. The east porch before its dismantling (1986).

57. bÆËJâO® (1986ip) »

57. The east porch. Detail of the northeast corner of the entablature (1986).

115

115-119.
115-119.

116 117

(2002^) .
Suspension system and scaffolding during removal of the entablature of the east porch of the Propylaia (2002).
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58. ftfilÎlJFfêHÎ, SEWW^SBWrtnje (1984ίρ) ο
58. The interior porch, with scaffolding at the beginning of the restoration programme (1984).

59. ή ms. (2002^).
59. The interior porch, with a bridge crane for dismantling the entablature (2002).

120 121 122 123 124

120-122. lifeMtsm itÂigiHÆiâiTz^, (2002^) „ 123. 2oo7^8HWrtn/s. 124. 2008^2^ wή rift.
120-122. The area east of the Propylaia work-site. Work in process and architectural members 123. The interior porch in August 2007. 124. The interior porch in February 2008.

that have been disassembled and organised, within range of the bridge-crane (2002).
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βο. iêMZjsMJRnm (1988^> »
60. The east porch after restoration (1988).

125-134. I(1983-1985^) .
125-134. The Erechtheion during the course of restoration (1983-1985).
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THE ERECHTHEION

The latest of the classical buildings of the Acropolis erected between 421-406 
B.C., housed the cults of local and chthonic deities and the very ancient xoanon 
of Athena. This is a complicated structure, with four totally different façades. It is 
skillfully worked and very elegant, a brilliant example of the fully developed Ionic 
style in Attica. The Karyatids of the south porch are well known.

The Erechtheion was seriously damaged by fire and was repaired around 25 
B.C. Later on, it became a Christian church, with large-scale alterations to the 
interior. In Turkish times it was used as a dwelling and at the beginning of the 
19th century some architectural members were pillaged by Lord Elgin. Three 
phases of restoration retrieved the final form of the building (K. Pittakis 1837-1841 ; 
A. Paccard 1846-1847; N. Balanos 1902-1908). The recent interventions of the 
Committee for the Conservation of the Acropolis Monuments (1979-1986) have 
completed the restoration of the four facades and improved the stability and 
comprehensibility of the whole temple.



ÄttftÄÄ (1986^) ο

61. Southwest view, with scaffolding and bridge cranes during the intervention (1986).

62. <198830 »
62. Southwest view, after the work was finished (1988).

Photographs 131 and 133 show the east porch without the corner column, which is today in the British Museum.

fflJfl34mWfflAlXm^MÄftÄ§'JnanW£n/Si (1986-198730 «
Photograph 134 shows the same with the addition of a corner column made of artificiel stone (1986-1987).
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63. (ΐ98β^> «
63. The marble ceiling of the north porch after the intervention (1988).

64. tScia@#itBWöIJSL (1983^) ο
64. The porch of the Karyatids during its restoration. Visible are the titanium reinforcements (1983).

135-139. (1987-1988^) .
135-139. Views of the Erechtheion after completion of the restoration programme (1987-88).
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65. ftÂjMËJÎMHkfêffiMn/S (1985ip) . ]^£#0Π18=

ajp0#iRWrBija (1983^).
65. The north wall and the north porch during restoration (1985).

66. iiÄJsMtt/iaHtitffifnijtn/g (198730 .
66. The north wall and the north porch after completion of the work (1987).

140-144. (198830 „
140-144. Views of the Erechtheion after completion of the restoration programme (1988).
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67. (1983^) »

67. The bridge crane at the south side of the temple (1983).

68. ÌÌ*/0i»^n/SM (1988*10 o

68. Detail of the east porch after restoration (1988).

145 146 147 148 149

145-149. o988^>.
145-149. Views of the Erechtheion after completion of the restoration program (1988).
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THE PARTHENON

The masterpiece of ancient Greek architecture was a dedication to the goddess whose splendid chryselephantine 
statue stood within. It is a monument of the Doric style, with a peristyle colonnade, eight columns at each end and a 
second row of six columns inside. Two-storey colonnades supported the roof of the cella, the rear part of which formed a 
large independent, rectangular hall. Even in antiquity the Parthenon was famous for the harmony and invisible subtleties 
of its architectural forms, its artistic perfection and magnificent sculptural wealth.

The architects of the great temple were Iktinos and Kallikrates. Pheidias was responsible for the sculpture. It was built 
during the years 447-438 B.C., when the Athenian Democracy was at its zenith.

The monument suffered serious damage from fire, probably in A.D. 267, and it was repaired some hundred years 
later. During the 6th century it became the church of the Theotokos, undergoing the necessary alterations. With the 
Ottoman domination it became a Mohammedan temenos, again with only those adaptations that were necessary. The 
great catastrophe came in 1687, during the Venetian-Turkish war, with a tremendous explosion inside the temple. At the 
beginning of the 19th century, most of the sculpture that had survived was pilaged by Lord Elgin.

After the Greek Revolution there were repeated attempts to clear away the recent buildings on the Rock and, from 
1842 on, to restore parts of the temple. The most extensive programme of intervention was that of N. Balanos between 
the years 1894 and 1933. The present work of the Committee (ESMA) and the Service (YSMA) is intended to correct 
earlier interventions and to improve both condition and apearance of the temple with further restoration.



The Parthenon

69. (1980^) ο

69. The west end of the temple (1980).

150. ftÂTtÎTMfâfë&ttffiftgP 

(198530 ο
150. The interior of the Parthenon 

before intervention (1985).

151. o 152.

151. The stylobate and krepis of the Parthenon.
152.

ή SB (198630 =

The interior of the Parthenon 
after installation of the crane (1986).

153 154

153-154. (198630 .

153-154. The sima with the lion-head false-spout on a temporary support 
before being dismantled (1986).
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70. flfêJgSft (19814p) „

70. The south colonnade, looking west (1981).

71. SftlSf£{«l ( 1981 4p) o

71. The south colonnade, looking east (1981).

72. (1981^) »
72. Detail of a Doric column of the north side (1981).

155-157. (19864p) 0
155-157. The northeast corner after removal of the entablature (1986).

158. (19944p) 0
158. The opisthonaos at the level 

of the architrave (1994).

159.
(19904p) ο

159. Column drum from the east end 
after joining a section of it (1990).
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73. i(2002^) ο
73. Detail of the east end after the restoration (2002).

74. #0/® (1987ί£) ο
74. The south colonnade (1987).

75. (2002^) o

75. Partial view of the east colonnade (2002).

76. PtÄÖrtffl®.

76. Detail of column shafts of the south side.

160-161. (1991^, 1993ip) .
160-161. Views of the east end of the Parthenon during 

and after restoration (1991, 1993).

162-163. 'iiÄitftJffinllUÖWktt/g (1986^,1998^) .

162-163. The north colonnade before the program was begun (1986, 1998).

164. 2008^2^ JWfËOâMblÈJ®.

164. The north colonnade in February 2008.
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77.
*J££B|-WaflftSÄ+#9IM (1995^) ο 

77. The stylobate and krepis of the north colonnade.
The curvature of the steps of the krepis is quite evident (1995).

78. (1980^) .

78. The stylobate and krepis of the north colonnade (1980).
79. (198030.
79. Detail of the echinos, the annulets and the hypotrachelion 

of a column capital of the pronaos (1980).

165-169. (2002ip) „

165-169. The north colonnade being dismantled (2002).
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80. ÔÎHffitfcÉÎIfflgP (19794p) 0 82.
80. Detail of the fluting of the columns (1979). 82.

81. ( 19824p) „ 83
81 Detail of the stereobate (1982).

(1980ίρ) ο
Detail of the annulets of a column capital of the pronaos (1980).

ismwfèmmi&mwmmMï® c2002&
Detail of the top of the fluting at the hypotrachelion 
of a column capital from the opisthonaos (2002).

84. flrW*S|cW±«iil»9l» (19984p) ο
84. Detail of the mutule of the cornice with guttae (1998).

85. âttçttÂfcgffiWSFttüiËÇ*»«I5,
(20024P) .

85. Detail of the circular anathyrosis on the bedding surface of a 
column drum with the traces of the ancient tools being evident (2002).

170-171. 172. iftfé&ttftrtSBffiftllj#. 173. fÙMïfJÎWBIkft. 174.

(20024p). 172. The west pediment of the Parthenon, 173. The northwest corner of the Parthenon. 174. The west colonnade. 
170-171. The Parthenon pronaos during restoration. interior.

View from inside the cella (2002).
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86. (1994ip) ο
86. Detail of a Doric column capital of the south colonnade (1994).

87. m^wïêîtMüîsçatfBÿfflçpM* (200230.
87. Detail of the resting surface of a column showing the circular anathyrosis 

and new empolion (2002).

175-179. (200230 o
175-179. Details of the column drums and capitals (2002).
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88. ffummk (2001^6^).
88. The Acropolis viewed from the Pnyx, in June 2001.
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89. (2002^6^).
89. The Acropolis viewed from the Pnyx, in June 2002.
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90. &#Æ£»ïilj±TMiJfô:nüiiM& (2002ί#8/3) ο

90. The Acropolis viewed from the Pnyx, in August 2002.
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gì. (2002^) .
91. The Acropolis. General view from Lykabettos Mt. (2002).
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92. /(λ|11ί4-^Β3Ε ( Tourkovounia) lijiTMf'J(SZEiSHItÄ (2002^) «

92. The Acropolis. General view from Tourkovounia Mt. (2002).
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The proposed restoration of the south wall of the Parthenon cella (Photographic re-synthesis: S. Mavrommatis - C. Paraschi)
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THE PANATHENAlC FESTIVAL

THE PARTHENON FRIEZE



î. p. mmurn
l. The Festival procession, passing through the Propylaia, enters the Acropolis. Drawing by P. Connolly
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THE PANATHENAIC FESTIVAL
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In Greek antiquity, religion found expression in festivals, institutionalized 
games and rituals. The concepts of competition, victory and glory were directly 
connected with the anthropocentric world-view of the ancient Greeks and also 
with the ideas of wholeness and completion: the ancient ideal was to achieve 
perfection of body and mind.

The panhellenic games were therefore established at a very early date in the 
great sanctuaries at Olympia and Nemea in honour of Zeus at Isthmia in 
honour of Poseidon and at Delphi in honour of Apollo. Festivals held in cities 
were no less famous, the most important being the Panathenaic Games held in 
Athens.

The Panathenaia was a very ancient festival at Athens, dedicated to the 
patron goddess of the city. It was a multifaceted festival and comprised a variety 
of events, including artistic and athletic contests and also a grand procession to 
the Acropolis. This procession is depicted on the Parthenon frieze. It 
culminated in the handing over of the peplos (robe), the gift presented by the 
Athenians to the statue of Athena. The procession was followed by sacrifices to 
the goddess.

The games that accompanied the festival also had a religious character. 
They represented the sacrifice of effort and physical energy to the patron 
goddess. At the same time, the city took a lively interest in the games, partly 
because they promoted the city on the panhellenic scale and partly because the 
athletic contests, at least, were associated with the military training of the 
youth. The combination of athletic and religious ceremonies and spectacles 
proved very popular, and the entire festival aroused great enthusiasm amongst 
the Athenians for the Panathenaic athletic contests.

The Panathenaic festival was of very great importance to the Athenian state, 
which spent large sums of money on the rituals and sacrifices and also on the 
prizes awarded to the winners of the contests. Some of this money, came from 
donations by wealthy citizens.
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(&7ΠΗΙ1360/359^) 
20044ο

Wrestling Scene. Panathenaic Amphora (360/359 B.C.) 
Athens, National Archaeological Museum 20044.

®AÄ£##o (£-Æfiï363/362ip)
«*£-§« 20048ο

The goddess Athena. Panathenaic Amphora (363/362 B.C) 
Athens, National Archaeological Museum 20048.
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THE CONTESTS

The Panathenaic games included about twenty events. The competitors 
were divided into three categories : boys (12-16 years), "beardless youths" (16- 
20 years) and men (over 20 years). There were both individual and team events. 
The contests themselves fell into three groups: a) artistic contests, b) Olympic 
events (equestrian and athletic) in which athletes from all over Greece could 
compete, c) events associated with the local traditions, in which only Athenian 
citizens could take part. Responsibility for the organization of the games rested 
with ten athlothetai, one from each tribe of Athens, who served for a four-year 
term of office.

THE PRIZES

For most of the events, the prizes awarded to the winners were works of 
high-quality art: Panathenaic amphoras full of olive oil. One side of the vase 
had a depiction of the event for which the amphora was the prize, while the 
other invariably had a representation of Athena as goddess of war, fully armed, 
standing between two Doric columns usually wreathed with cockerels. Every 
Panathenaic amphora held about 36 kilos of oil. On average, 50-70 amphoras 
were awarded for the first prize, while the winner of the chariot-race received 
140 amphoras. This was the equivalent of 5 tonnes of oil, worth about 1680 
drachmas, which was equal to about five and a half years' wages for a 
workman.

THE PROGRAMME OF THE PANATHENAIC GAMES

The festival is recorded to have lasted for about one week. Most scholars 
believe that the festival followed roughly the following programme:
DAY 1 Poetry-recitation and music contests
DAY 2 Athletic contests for boys and youths
DAY 3 Athletic contests for men
DAYS 4- 5 Equestrian contests
DAY 6 Games associated with the local tradition
DAY 7 Torch-race and all-night vigil
DAY 8 Procession to the Acropolis and sacrifices



SOME OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONTESTS OF THE PANATHENAIC FESTIVAL ARE DEPICTED IN THE PARTHENON FRIEZE

wmmmìtm$±o
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West Frieze II, London, British Museum

HORSE RACE
In the horse race the riders rode bareback, without 

either saddle or spurs and held the reins and a whip in 
their hands. The race for full-grown horses was run over 
six laps of the hippodrome. There were also races for 
mares and foals

Prize: 16 Panathenaic Amphoras
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South Frieze XXXI, London, British Museum

APOBATES RACE
This event had the following form: four horse 

chariots with a charioteer and a hoplite competed 
against each other. During the race the hoplite jumped 
down from the chariot and then remounted while it was 
still moving. The charioteer and hoplite were equals 
and received separate prizes. The event was held in the 
Ancient Agora, not in the hippodrome, and was one of 
the most spectacular events.

ANTHIPPASSIA
This event was a contest between the ten tribes. The 

riders of five of the tribes, drawn up in a line, competed 
against those of the other, with great coordination and 
speed. The event was held in the hippodrome.

South Frieze X-XI, London, British Museum
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AVLOI CONTEST
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North Frieze VI-VII, Athens, Acropolis Museum

Contest for flute-players. This was a competition 
exclusively for men, in which the musician played two 
flutes at the same time. The flutes had mouthpieces and 
were sometimes the same and sometimes of different 
lengths. The flute player wore a leather mouth-band 
which helped him to regulate the flow of air into the 
instrument. Flute-playing was very common in Ancient 
Athens, both as a music contest and as accompaniment 
for athletic contests.

1 st prize: a wreath
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North Frieze VII, Athens, Acropolis Museum

KITHARA CONTEST

Contest for Kithara-players. This was a contest in 
which the musician played the kithara, a string 
instrument associated with professional musicians who 
gave performances only in public areas. Kithara-players 
enjoyed great fame. They usually wore luxurious, richly 
decorated clothes. Impressive decorative ribbons were 
also hung on the kithara. The musician often used a 
plectrum. There were contests for boys and for men.

1 st prize: Wreath worth 500 drachmas and 300 drachmas 
2nd prize: 200 drachmas 
3rd prize: 100 drachmas

'ÊL'â'
mnxnm^o

mmmmmmioo.
North Frieze X, Athens, Acropolis Museum

EUANDRIA (MANLY EXCELLENCE)

This event was contested by tribe and was open only 
to Athenian citizens. It requested physical beauty, 
strength and skill. Precisely what it involved is unknown. 
It was a development of old traditions and contained 
some kind of procession. Each tribe entered a number of 
men who were distinguished by the above merits.

Prizes: the victorious tribe received 
an ox and 100 drachmas.
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L. perKmum* mm, mm^·. i868„
L. Alma Tadema. Pheidias and the Parthenon Frieze, oil painting 1868. Perikles visiting the Parthenon building site and Pheidias showing him the Frieze. Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery
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THE PARTHENON FRIEZE
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The Parthenon, the great temple that dominates the Acropolis of Athens, was 
built by the leading statesman Perikles, in honour of the goddess Athena 
between 447 and 438 B.C. Its architects were Ictinus and Kallicrates. The 
famous sculptor Pheidias, a personal friend of Perikles, had general 
responsibility for supervising the entire project.

The temple is famous for its proportions, optical refinements, structural 
perfection and for its sculptural decoration. Today it still evokes universal 
wonder and, perhaps more than any other building, manages to unite a host of 
values representing the spirit and achievement of the classical era of ancient 
Greek civilization.

The wealth of its sculptural adornment is unique. In the cella the great gold 
and ivory statue of the Athena Parthenos, 13.5 meters high, was considered a 
masterpiece. The unprecedented sculptural ensembles of the unique temple 
also comprised: the east pediment with the birth of Athena; the west pediment 
with the "contest" between Athena and Poseidon for the privilege of being the 
guardian divinity of the city; the 92 metope reliefs with the Battle of the Giants, 
the Sack of Troy, the Amazonomachy and the Centauromachy on the east, 
north, west and south sides; and the Ionic frieze representing the Panathenaic 
procession. The Parthenon frieze is a continuous relief band, running along the 
top of the outside wall of the main part of the temple, within the outer 
colonnade. Its total length was 160 meters while its height was approximately 
one meter. Rich colours and added metal attachments were used to decorate 
the individual figures that stood out against deep blue ground.
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THE PARTHENON FRIEZE

4ba5^JÜ#41-43
North Frieze XLI-XLIII
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The frieze illustrates the great procession of the Athenians to the Acropolis, in 
honour of the goddess Athena during the Panathenaic festival. Participants in 
the composition were 360 divine and human figures and more than 250 
animals, most of them horses. Competing groups of riders and charioteers take 
up most of the procession. There follows the file of sacrificial animals as well as 
groups of men and women bringing the holy ritual vessels and offerings.

Depicted in the middle of the east side, above the entrance to the temple, is 
the culmination of the festival, the handing over of the "peplos", a new robe, 
the gift of the Athenians to Athena, to be worn by the ancient wooden cult 
statue, believed to have been sent from heaven. To the left and right are seated 
the twelve Olympian gods.

The manner which Pheidias planned and placed the procession along the 
four sides of the temple is in itself a work of genius. From the south west corner 
of the temple the procession began in two files, each going in different 
direction; one went along the west and north sides and the other along the 
south side of the temple. Both files of the procession met on the east side of the 
temple above the entrance to the pronaos.
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»ff 11^44, 46, 47 
North Frieze XLIV, XLVI, XLVII

»ffSi^i
West Frieze I

»»St® 5
East Frieze V
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